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a)  Use the hypothetical information provided below to record the South African balance 

of payments transactions, using the double entry bookkeeping procedure.   [12] 

 

Background – information provided in the first section is useful information that one 

needs to understand and keep at the back of their mind although it won’t be required 

as part of the solution. 

Credits and debits- International transactions are classified as credits or debits. 

Credit transactions are those that involve the receipt of payments from foreigners. 

Debit transactions are those that involve the making of payments to foreigners. Credit 

transactions are entered with a positive sign, and debit transactions are entered with a 

negative sign in the nation’s balance of payments. 

 

Financial inflows can take either of two forms: an increase in foreign assets in the nation 

or a reduction in the nation’s assets abroad. For example, when a U.K. resident 

purchases a U.S. stock, foreign assets in the United States increase. This is a capital 

inflow to the United States and is recorded as a credit in the U.S. balance of payments 

because it involves the receipt of a payment from a foreigner. A capital inflow can also 

take the form of a reduction in the nation’s assets abroad. For example, when a U.S. 

resident sells a foreign stock, U.S. assets abroad decrease. This is a capital inflow to the 

United States (reversing the capital outflow that occurred when the U.S. resident 

purchased the foreign stock) and is recorded as a credit in the U.S. balance of payments 

because it too involves the receipt of a payment from foreigners. 

The definition of capital inflows to the United States as increases in foreign assets in 

the United States or reductions in U.S. assets abroad can be confusing and is somewhat 

unfortunate, but this is the terminology actually used in all U.S. government 

publications. 

Confusion can be avoided by remembering that when a foreigner purchases a U.S. asset 

(an increase in foreign assets in the United States), this involves the receipt of a payment 

from foreigners. Therefore, it is a capital inflow, or credit. Similarly, when a U.S. resident 

sells a foreign asset (a reduction in U.S. assets abroad), this also involves a payment 

from foreigners; therefore, it too represents a capital inflow to the United States and a 

credit. Both an increase in foreign assets in the United States and a reduction in U.S. 
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assets abroad are capital inflows, or credits, because they both involve the receipt of 

payment from foreigners. 

On the other hand, financial outflows can take the form of either an increase in the 

nation’s assets abroad or a reduction in foreign assets in the nation because both involve 

a payment to foreigners. For example, the purchase of a U.K. treasury bill by a U.S. 

resident increases U.S. assets abroad and is a debit because it involves a payment to 

foreigners. 

Similarly, the sale of its U.S. subsidiary by a German firm reduces foreign assets in the 

United States and is also a debit because it involves a payment to foreigners. (The 

student should study these definitions and examples carefully, since mastery of these 

important concepts is very crucial to understanding what follows.) 

To summarize, the export of goods and services, the receipt of unilateral transfers, and 

financial inflows are credits (+) because they all involve the receipt of payments from 

foreigners. On the other hand, the import of goods and services, unilateral transfers to 

foreigners, and financial outflows are debits (–) because they involve payments to 

foreigners. 

 

Double-Entry Bookkeeping 

In recording a nation’s international transactions, the accounting procedure known as 

double-entry bookkeeping is used. This means that each international transaction is 

recorded twice, once as a credit and once as a debit of an equal amount. The reason 

for this is that in general every transaction has two sides. We sell something and we 

receive payment for it. We buy something and we have to pay for it. 

For example, suppose that a U.S. firm exports $500 of goods to be paid for in three 

months. The United States first credits goods exports for $500 since this goods export 

will lead to the receipt of a payment from foreigners. The payment itself is then entered 

as a financial debit because it represents a financial outflow from the United States. 

That is, by agreeing to wait three months for payment, the U.S. exporter is extending 

credit to, and has acquired a claim on, the foreign importer. This is an increase in U.S. 

assets abroad and a debit. The entire transaction is entered as follows in the U.S. 

balance of payments 
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As another example of double-entry bookkeeping, suppose that a U.S. resident visits 

London and spends $200 on hotels, meals, and so on. The U.S. resident is purchasing 

travel services from foreigners requiring a payment. (This is similar to a U.S. import.) 

Thus, the U.S. debits travel services for $200. The payment itself is then entered as a 

credit because it represents an increase in foreign claims on the United States. 

Specifically, we can think of the $200 in British hands as “securities” giving the United 

Kingdom a claim on U.S. goods and services, equivalent to an increase in foreign assets 

in the United States. Therefore, it is a financial inflow to the United States recorded as 

a credit of $200. The entire transaction is entered as follows in the U.S. balance of 

payments: 

 

 

As a third example, assume that the U.S. government gives a U.S. bank balance of $100 

to the government of a developing nation as part of the U.S. aid program. The United 

States debits unilateral transfers for the $100 gift given (payment made) to foreigners. 

The payment itself is the U.S. bank balance given to the government of the developing 

nation. 

This represents an increase in foreign claims on, or foreign assets in, the United States 

and is recorded as a financial inflow, or credit, in the U.S. balance of payments. The 

entire transaction is thus: 

 

 

As a fourth example, suppose that a U.S. resident purchases a foreign stock for $400 
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and pays for it by increasing foreign bank balances in the United States. The purchase 

of the foreign stock increases U.S. assets abroad. This is a financial outflow from the 

United States and is recorded as a financial debit of $400 in the U.S. balance of 

payments. 

The increase in foreign bank balances in the United States is an increase in foreign 

assets in the United States (a financial inflow to the United States) and is entered as a 

credit in the U.S. balance of payments. The result would be the same if the U.S. resident 

paid for the foreign stock by reducing bank balances abroad. (This would be a reduction 

in U.S. assets abroad, which is also a financial inflow to the United States and a credit.) 

Note that both sides of this transaction are financial: 

 

 

 

Finally, suppose that a foreign investor purchases $300 of U.S. treasury bills and pays 

by drawing down his bank balances in the United States by an equal amount. The 

purchase of the U.S. treasury bills increases foreign assets in the United States. This is 

a financial inflow to the United States and is recorded as a credit in the U.S. balance of 

payments. The drawing down of U.S. bank balances by the foreigner is a reduction in 

foreign assets in the United States. This is a financial outflow from the United States 

and is recorded as such in the U.S. balance of payments 
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Solution starts here 

 

 Credit (+) Debit(-) 

Export of goods 500  

Financial outflow  500 

 

 

 Credit (+) Debit(-) 

import of goods  400 

Financial inflow 400  

 

 

 Credit (+) Debit(-) 

Travel services purchased from 

foreigners 

 300 

Financial inflow 300  

 

 

 Credit (+) Debit(-) 
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Unilateral transfers  200 

Financial inflow 200  

 

 

 Credit (+) Debit(-) 

Financial outflow (the purchase of the 

foreign stock by the SA resident) 

 100 

Financial inflow (the increase in the foreign 

bank balances) 

100  

 

 

 Credit (+) Debit(-) 

Financial inflow (the purchase of the SA stock by 

the British resident) 

100  

Financial outflow (the reduction in the foreign bank 

balances) 

 100 

 

 

South African Balance of payments 

Account  Credit (+) Debit (-) 

Exports 500  

imports  -400 

Tourist services  -300 

Unilateral transfers  -200 

Financial flows, net  400 

Balance 500 -500 

 

Please note the following question can also be asked: 
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A nation can have a deficit or a surplus due to statistical discrepancies.  Note that a statistical 

discrepancy results from incorrectly recording or from not recording at all only one side of 

some transactions. (If both sides of a transaction are reported incorrectly or are not reported 

at all, no statistical discrepancy between total debits and total credits would arise because of 

double-entry bookkeeping.) 

 

 

 

Ok before we go straight to the question we need to provide the background information that 

is crucial for the question. 

We begin the analysis by postulating that the demand for nominal money balances is positively 

related to the level of nominal national income. The equation for the demand for money is 

written as: 

𝑀𝑑 = 𝑘𝑃𝑌 

  Where, Md= quantity demanded of nominal money balances 

k = desired ratio of nominal money balances to nominal national income 

P = domestic price level 

Y = real output  

Hence Money demand is a positive function of Nominal national income.  

On the other hand, the nation’s supply of money is given by: 

𝑀𝑠 = 𝑚(𝐷 + 𝐹) 

Where, Md = quantity demanded of nominal money balances 

k = desired ratio of nominal money balances to nominal national income 

P = domestic price level 
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Y = real output 

 

Now the points to note are that nations do not have control over their money supply under 

Fixed exchange rate according to the monetarists, but they do under flexible exchange rate. 

But how is that so? Let’s begin with the Fixed exchange rate regime. 

Starting from a condition of equilibrium, where 𝑀𝑑 = 𝑀𝑠 an increase in demand for money 

(say resulting from a once-and-for-all increase in GDP) can either be satisfied by  

- an increase in the nation’s domestic monetary base (D) or by  

- an inflow of international reserves or BOP surplus (F) 

if the nation doesn’t increase D, the excess demand for money will be satisfied by an increase 

in F 

however, on the other hand, an increase D and 𝑀𝑠, in face of unchanging demand, flows out 

of the nation resulting in a decline or a fall in F (a deficit in the BOP) 

Thus, a surplus in the nation’s balance of payments results from an excess in the stock of money 

demanded that is not satisfied by an increase in the domestic component of the nation’s 

monetary base(D), while a deficit in the nation’s balance of payments results from an excess in 

the stock of the money supply of the nation that is not eliminated by the nation’s monetary 

authorities but is corrected by an outflow of reserves. 

In conclusion, the nation, therefore, has no control over its money supply under a fixed 

exchange 

rate system in the long run. That is, the size of the nation’s money supply will be the one that 

is consistent with equilibrium in its balance of payments in the long run 

 

Let’s move on to the Monetary Approach under Flexible Exchange rates 

Under a flexible exchange rate system, balance-of-payments disequilibria are immediately 

corrected by automatic changes in exchange rates without any international flow of money or 

reserves. 
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Thus, under a flexible exchange rate system, the nation retains dominant control over its 

money supply and monetary policy. 

These adjustments take place as a result of the change in the domestic prices that accompanies 

the change in the exchange  

Take the following illustrations: 

- a deficit in the balance of payments (resulting from an excess money supply) leads to 

an automatic depreciation of the nation’s currency, which causes prices and therefore 

the demand for money to rise sufficiently to absorb the excess supply of money and 

automatically eliminate the balance-of-payments deficit. 

- a surplus in the balance of payments (resulting from an excess demand for money) 

automatically leads to an appreciation of the nation’s currency, which tends to reduce 

domestic prices, thus eliminating the excess demand for money and the balance-of-

payments surplus 

- Whereas under fixed exchange rates, a balance-of-payments disequilibrium is defined 

as and results from an international flow of money or reserves (so that the nation has 

no control over its money supply in the long run), under a flexible exchange rate system, 

a balance-of-payments disequilibrium is immediately corrected by an automatic 

change in exchange rates and without any international flow of money or reserves (so 

that the nation retains dominant control over its money supply and domestic monetary 

policy). 

 

 

 

 

 

4a) has been answered already above 
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b) How is the BOP measured? The balance on official reserve transactions is called the 

official settlements balance or simply the balance of payments,  

- the account in which official reserve transactions are entered is called the official 

reserve account.  

- The official settlements balance or balance of payments is given by the sum of the 

current account balance, the capital account balance, the balance in the financial 

account, and the statistical discrepancy.  

- If the sum of these balances is negative, the nation has a deficit in the balance of 

payments, which must be covered by an equal amount of official reserve transactions 

(reduction in the international reserves of the nation or increase in foreign holdings of 

official assets of the nation).  

- In the opposite situation the nation has a surplus in the balance of payments, which 

needs to be settled by an increase in the nation’s international reserves and/or 

reduction in foreign official holdings of the nation’s assets. 

 

 

 

 

Under flexible exchange rate, bop imbalances are automatically corrected through 

depreciation or appreciation of a country’s currency without any change in the official reserves. 

If there is a temporary surplus in the bop, there will be an appreciation of the currency which 

will make the exports uncompetitive resulting in an automatic correction of the surplus. The 

opposite is when there is a bop deficit- currency tends to depriciate and making export 

competitive and hence improving the BOP. 

 

 

Disequilibrium is when there is an imbalance in the balance of payments. Which means that 

can either be a surplus or a deficit. But a deficit in the BOP occurs when the financial outflows 
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are greater than financial inflows. In other words, the nation will be spending more than it is 

producing, which results in the country importing to satisfy the shortage. 

 

 

 

Note that we have Absolute Purchasing power parity and Relative PPP. However, we begin our 

analysis by focusing on the Absolute PPP 

The absolute purchasing-power parity theory postulates that the equilibrium exchange rate 

between two currencies is equal to the ratio of the price levels in the two nations. That is to 

say: 

𝑅 =
𝑃

𝑃 ∗
 

Where R is the ER or spot rate an P and P* respectively are home and foreign general price 

levels. If a bottle of wine costs R10 in SA and P10 in Botswana, then the ER between the Rand 

and the Pula R=1. 

Hence according to the law of one price, a commodity would have the same price (so that the 

purchasing power of the two currencies is in parity) in both countries when expressed in terms 

of the same currency.  

Now if say the bottle of wine (expressed in Rands only) is sold for R10 in SA and R20 in 

Botswana. firms would purchase the wine in SA for immediate resale in Botswana (remember 

arbitrage).  

This commodity arbitrage would force the Wine price to go up in SA until the prices are 

equalised in terms of Rands. 

However, this version of the PPP theory can also be very misleading.  

- Number one, it appears to give the ER that equilibrates trade in goods and services only 

and completely disregarding the capital account 
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- Number two, this version of the PPP will not produce a ER that equilibrates trade in 

goods and services because of the existence of nontraded goods and services1. In 

simpler terms it equalises prices in tradeable goods and neglects prices of nontraded 

goods 

- Further, the APPP theory fails to take into account transport costs or other trade 

restrictions like tariffs. 

We now shift our focus to the Relative Purchasing Power Parity 

The more refined relative purchasing-power parity theory postulates that the change in the 

exchange rate over a period of time should be proportional to the relative change in the price 

levels in the two nations over the same time period. 

𝑅1 =
𝑃1 𝑃0⁄

𝑃1 ∗ 𝑃0 ∗⁄
 

Where 𝑅1𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑅0 are respectively the ER in period 1 and in the base period. It would mean 

then that if the price level does not change in the foreign nation from the base period to period 

1 (i.e. 𝑃1 ∗ 𝑃0 ∗⁄ = 1) while the general price level in the home nation increases by 50%, the 

relative PPP theory states that the ER should be 50% higher 

- This would mean that the home currency has depreciated by 50% 

Problems with the RPPP theory? 

The question says discuss, so you need to know the problems associated with the theory. 

- One of the problems; labor productivity in traded goods and services is higher in 

developed countries as compared to developing countries.  

- Workers will get higher wages pushing the costs upwards and hence higher relative 

prices in developed nations. Hence the relative PPP theory tends to overvalue 

developed nations currencies and undervalue developing nations currencies. 

 

                                                           
1 Nontraded goods include products, such as cement and bricks, for which the cost of transportation 

is too high for them to enter international trade, except perhaps in border areas. 
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Note that the imbalances that happen in the BOP have got several economic significances.  

This can happen in the form of a surplus or a deficit.  

 

Hence in answering this question, one needs to note that current account deficit is not 

necessarily bad while current account surplus is not necessarily good. 

 

Surpluses: 

- Large current account surpluses may lead to currency appreciation which reduces the 

demand for exports and increasing the demand for imports 

- This in turn will lead to a decrease in Aggregate demand, production and employment 

in the SR 

-  

 

 

 

Deficits 

- A current account deficit implies that a country is consuming more than it is producing. 

Imported goods add to consumer welfare, whereas exports represent a sacrifice in the 

sense that goods and services are produced, but they are not available for domestic 

consumption 

- However, countries with sustained deficits will end up building up unsustainable debts 

or see increased foreign ownership of their funds.  

- Deficits may also result in BOP crises or currency crises, where a nation wont be able 

to pay for essential imorts 

- This may also result in investors pulling out their funds out of the country due to high 

risk. 
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The elasticity approach is a price adjustment mechanism in correcting the BOP. It analysis how 

devaluation works in correcting the BOP deficit. The effect of devaluation well depends on the 

elasticity of Demand for imports and exports.  

Overall idea of the model is that if the sum of the elasticity of demand for exports and imports 

is greater than unity (that is 1) then devaluation will be effective otherwise it will be ineffective. 

Dx +Dm <1 

 

The absorption approach on the other hand postulates that if the nation is operating at full 

employment, then devaluation will only work if real domestic absorption falls.  

 If however domestic absorption does not fall following devaluation, then domestic prices are 

pushed up hence neutralising the competitive advantage of devaluation. This will have a 

worsening effect on the BOP deficit. 

Overall the major distinction between the two is that one is a price adjustment mechanism 

(elasticity approach) and the other one is an income adjustment mechanism (absorption 

approach), 


